PRESS RELEASE
PULSCO PARTNERS WITH CANADIAN FIRM TO REPRESENT
HYDROPNUEMATIC SURGE AND PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEMS
Tier 1 hydropneumatic surge and pressure control systems now available to Canadian
municipalities in both Bladder and Air-over-Water solutions
Irvine, California, February 1, 2014
PULSCO and Hydro-Logic Environmental (HLE) have announced an agreement giving HLE full representation of PULSCO’s
Hydropnuematic Surge and Pressure Control System product line in Canada for the municipal water and waste water industry. The
relationship has been building for nearly a year with a clear focus and goal; offering the Canadian market an alternative supplier who can
provide both system options, Air-over-Water or Bladder in a market that traditionally has been dominated by bladder only solutions. Each
project does not warrant a “one” solution mentality and while both methods have their strengths - as well as limitations, ultimately the
project requirements should drive the most effective solution.
“I am optimistic in pioneering with PULSCO and am looking forward to offering the Canadian market a very strong and viable option for
these custom systems that mitigate ‘water hammer’ and protect valuable infrastructure assets and investments.” comments Hydro-Logic
Environmental President George Pastoric. “PULSCO has a long standing reputation of supporting infrastructure Engineering firms and is
keen on their ‘Value Engineering’ proposition as a differentiator - positioning them to be a logical vendor to the local Municipalities.”
outlined Pastoric.
Peter Wright, PULSCO’s Sales Director was adamant about the choice by mirroring that “Hydro-Logic Environmental is a logical partner
for PULSCO as they are focused and have great success with a synergistic line card plus understand the local markets working with the
key Engineering/Design and Contracting entities.” Wright adds “This completes our network of (20+) partners in North America and we
look forward supporting HLE in their efforts to promote PULSCO’s Air-over-Water and Bladder based options.”
Hydro-Logic Environmental promotes a comprehensive line of technologies to provide sound infrastructure and treatment investments to
address their client's long terms needs - the company philosophy of “adding value to our clients operations provides a strong foundation
from which we strive to ensure that the client’s needs are best matched in the overall lifecycle cost-benefit ownership experience”.
To contact Hydro-Logic directly, call George Pastoric at (905) 777-9494 or visit them on the web at www.hydrologic.ca
PULSCO is the leader in designing and supplying solutions for Hydropneumatic Surge and Pressure Control Systems, Severe Service
Silencers, and Pulsation Dampeners. PULSCO’s Hydropneumatic Systems are widely recognized by engineers, contractors and system
users as the most dependable, predictable, and safest and cost efficient form of surge protection available. PULSCO, a pioneer of surge
control, have a substantial history of proven performance since 1922. PULSCO is ISO 9001:2008 certified and is a Tier 1 supplier to the
aerospace industry.
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